Is Chronic Dehydration Stealing Your Health?
The Hidden Epidemic of
Chronic Dehydration

Long-term dehydration is a serious
problem that affects your energy,
health and your life. Experts say
75% over age 40 are dehydrated.
Long-term dehydration is linked
to many health problems including; energy loss, fatigue, allergies,
asthma, stubborn weight gain, mood
swings, toxicity, body pains, blood
sugar imbalances and more.

How It Steals Your Energy

For every 1% drop in water inside
your cells, energy production is
reduced by 10%! If your cells suffer
from moderate dehydration of 2%
to 4%, that means your cells are
producing 20% to 40% less energy
than you need! This speeds the
aging process and can lead to
premature health problems. If you
ever wondered where the energy of
your youth went – now you know!

The Hidden Cause

Not enough of the water you drink
is getting into your cells. It is lowenergy water. It lacks the quality
and quantity of energy required to
optimize hydration. It is the energetic properties of water that determine how well it hydrates. Water is
extremely sensitive to any negative
energy it is exposed to. Massive
abuse of the environment (pollution,
deforestation, etc.) alters Earth’s
natural mountain spring water cycle
and destroys the vital energetic

properties water needs to properly
hydrate. Even purifying water is not
good enough because it does not
restore water’s natural vital energy.

Earth’s Ideal Water

Long, long ago… fresh drinking
water was energized as it traveled
through an ideal water cycle in the
pristine mountain forests. Specific
energetic properties were imprinted
and retained in the water from two
forces: motion and vibration. The
natural motion of water, as it spins
(vortex), folds, oxygenates, bubbles and flows, gave water certain
energetic properties. Water also
retained the natural vibrational
frequencies of the energy fields from
earth, soil, bedrock, minerals and
vegetation.

How Is Hydra Different?

Hydra is the ONLY 100% natural structure enhanced water. Other
"structured" waters use man-made
processes or substances not found in
nature, severely altering the water’s
natural energy. We believe the intelligent design of nature should not
be tampered with. Hydra’s naturebased process starts with 100%
natural artesian water from a deep
source protected from surface water
runoff. This rare water goes directly
from source to bottle without contact from air or sun. We’re bringing nature back to water. Feel the
energy! Try some today!

How Does Hydra Work?

Hydra’s proprietary nature-based
technology duplicates how nature
made water long ago under ideal
conditions. Hydra turns back the
hands of time and restores the full
range of water’s native energetic
qualities. Independent tests confirm Hydra contains smaller water
clusters, has extremely high stored
energy and an ideal pH and density for optimal hydration. These and
other unique energetic properties
allow Hydra’s water molecules to
rapidly pass through the hydration
channels on cell walls (aquaporins)
and help to balance the water flows
inside and outside your cells.

For more information on how to reverse chronic dehydration, go to www.HydraEnergyDrink.com

Why Some Stubborn Health Problems Won’t Go Away…

"Chronic Dehydration Drains Your Body’s
Energy and Silently Steals Your Health."
Trying to improve your health,
while chronically dehydrated,
is like trying to swim upstream
with one hand tied behind your
back. Drinking more water isn’t
good enough because today’s
water has been stripped of vital

energy. Hydra solved this problem
by restoring the natural energetic
properties of water that optimize
hydration. Independent human
clinical studies show Hydra HiEnergy H20 dramatically increases
cellular hydration and health.

Benefits of Superior Cellular Hydration:
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Improves energy levels and reduces fatigue
Enhances weight loss and detoxification
Increases oxygenation and pH balancing
Increases absorption of nutrients
Improves performance at work and sports
More perfect cell replication (anti-aging)
Bottled at the Source and Distributed Exclusively by
RimRock Water Co. LLC www.rimrockwater.com

Boost Your Energy
Naturally With

Structure Enhanced 100% Natural Artesian Water

